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During the summer of 2012 Dark Spartan, the Grand Viceroy of the United Federation went on a 

vacation that would leave him offline until the start of school almost ten weeks later. During this 

time three people would rise and try to lead the Federation. Rye Guy, Lyric and Lyrics little 

brother; Rye Guy was the Viceroy (Prince) of the United Federation. Lyric was the Foreign 

Minister and his little brother was third in charge. During the majority of the ten weeks the 

Kaiser tried to help Rye Guy lead the United Federation and tried to give him advice on what he 

should do. For the ten weeks the Dark Spartan was offline the United Federation never had more 

than 20 people. Up until this point the United Federation was one of the Confederacy close allies. 

The Kaiser advocated that the United Federation should join the Confederacy of Annihilation. 

On August 6th 2012 the Kaiser and Rye Guy struck an agreement that the two clans would have 

clan battles on the 9th and 10th of August. For three days the Confederacy practiced on their 

forts, both attacking and defending. When the time came for the battles to start the Kaiser invited 

Rye Guy to a private chat, in this chat Rye Guy said that he didn’t have any members on Halo 

Reach. The Kaiser asked how many people he had online and he said around six or seven; 

however they were not playing Halo Reach so he didn’t invite them. He then said that could not 

do the battle. The Kaiser was telling him to get the members that were online to play Halo Reach 

so we could have the battle. Rye Guy said, no he didn’t want to do it and then said that he didn’t 

want to talk and then left the private chat. The Kaiser then returned to the party of egger 

Confederate Members and told them that the United Federation backed out at the last minute. 

After all of the help that the Confederacy had given the United Federation and after everything 

that the Kaiser had done for them, for Rye Guy to just up and leave the private chat was a great 

insult to both the Kaiser and to the Confederacy of Annihilation. Shortly after the United 

Federation canceled the battle the people convened a Peoples Parliament session in which they 

stated that they had had enough of the United Federation. They asked the Kaiser and the 

Chancellor to declare the Alliance null and void. The Kaiser, insulted by the actions of Rye Guy 

and the rest of the interim Government of the United Federation decided that without the 

leadership of Dark Spartan the United Federation was nothing. The Kaiser and the Chancellor 

both decided that it was in the best interests of the Confederacy of Annihilation to declare the 

Alliance null and void. 
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